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Today's fresh new email from Mayor Sam Sullivan [see below] graced my email inbox with an upfront
expression of his concern for the recent shootings in Vancouver. After the debacle of his attempt at unionbreaking strike management he now wants to assure us he's out to protect our lives.
Start the email with fear and the calming words of a leader out to protect us all. Boo. Truly scary is during
the civic strike he spoke in similarly glowing terms of municipal employees. His walk did not match his
talk there. Further, invoking Stockwell Day shows how much Sam is out of touch with the kind of figures
who resonate with Vancouverites.
Then Sam moves on to his personal, unscientific, but sure to be quoted for the next 54 weeks of the
municipal election campaign [and even longer] survey of citizens on the necessity of extending Skytrain
to UBC.
The context of this is important. In order to force the TransLink leadership [democratically elected, pesky
as that was] to commit to the Canada Line privateer-megaproject for the Olympics, after failed votes,
eventually northeast suburb politicians were bribed with the Evergreen Line to Coquitlam Centre in
exchange for voting for the Canada Line.
Democracy is an inconvenient truth in BC. The BC neoLiberal government is currently in the legislature
ramming through a bill that will remove all democracy from TransLink and put the board directly in the
hands of corporate appointees.
I seem to remember something before our time about the American revolution being about taxation
without representation. Now in the 21st century we are embracing it in BC, legislatively so. Shame.
Back to Sam, though. His personal, unscientific, qualitative survey is all about justifying a future bid to
supplant the Evergreen Line timeline to get the next Skytrain leg out West Broadway to UBC. Maybe this
isn't his plan, but since it may be a decade before this extension is supposed to occur, after the northeast
sector, what is Sam's rush to meet with West Broadway businesses now and embark on this poll on his
personal website?
The pdf on his site on why we should complete the Millenium Line [to UBC] has some sound arguments.
As a fan of transit, I think they're great. But they're second in line behind the Evergreen Line. The day
Sam starts squawking about why the northeast sector should wait--again--is the day I look back to his
website survey with complete cynicism.
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Like all residents, I am very concerned about the recent shootings that have taken place. We are taking
this situation very seriously.
Late this afternoon I held a meeting with Chief Constable Jim Chu to discuss the issue of gang violence in
our city. Yesterday I met with federal Public Safety Minister Stockwell Day, and Chief Chu and I will be
meeting with the federal Justice Minister tomorrow. In addition, I have written to the provincial
government and will be meeting with mayors from Metro Vancouver next week to discuss ways to
coordinate our efforts and attack organized crime.
I want to reassure residents that the men and women of the Vancouver Police Department are among the
best in the world. They are working with our partners in the region to solve these crimes and bring these
criminals to justice.
The solution to addressing these problems requires a coordinated and intelligent response. We will
deliver that for our citizens.
- Mayor Sam Sullivan
Mayor's Millennium Line Survey – Have Your Say
Mayor Sam Sullivan invites residents, businesses and community organizations to provide their views
about plans to complete the Millennium Rapid Transit Line from VCC Station to Central Broadway - and
ultimately UBC.
Disclaimer: this is a qualitative survey of website visitors. Results are not considered as scientific.
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